GRAPHICS MOCK EXAM REVISION TOPICS – YEAR 9
Your all-important mock exam will take place later this month (June).
The exam will be split into two separate sections.
SECTION 1 – ADDRESSING A DESIGN BRIEF
You will be required to address a design brief which ‘encourages young children to grow
fruit and vegetables’.
The exercise will demand you look at child-friendly typography and characters which you
feel will appeal to young children. These will need to be coloured (so ensure you have
colouring pencils), and annotated (think back to your chocolate box designs).
To include all-important literacy skills, you will be expected to evaluate your designs. This
should address both the good aspects of your work and those which could be improved
upon.
There is a powerpoint which you may wish to look at: Shared Area> ‘GRAPHICS past papers
and revision 2016’. Open this folder and scroll down to the powerpoint ‘2016 Graphics exam
Prep Fruit Veg packaging’.

SECTION B – Knowledge and Understanding
You will be expected to revise the following areas – all of which can be found in your on-line
revision guide: Shared Area> GRAPHICS past papers and revision 2016. Scroll down to the
powerpoint ‘Graphics Revision Guide’.
ADHESIVES –
There are many different adhesives and each one is designed specifically for particular uses.
See Graphics revision Guide powerpoint slide 54 or page 39. You may also wish to look at
the different on-line revision guide (shared area> Product Design Past Papers for class of
2018 > scroll down to ‘Product Design revision Guide’ and see powerpoint slide 100 or page
number 84.

There are also safety issues regarding using adhesives in the classroom. The Graphics
Revision Guide Powerpoint slide no.55 or page 40 will help you to understand different rules
when modelling or using adhesives within Graphics.

PLEASE save the various pages of the revision guide to your user area or to a memory
stick. DO NOT PRINT OUT THE REVISION GUIDE!

